Case Report

Efficacy of tympanometry screening methods for early clinical diagnosis of otosclerosis
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ABSTRACT

The diagnosis is suspected clinically based on microscopic otoscopy, audiometry, and tympanometry. Thin-section computed tomography of the temporal bone helps to confirm the diagnosis. This case report aimed to promote the importance of tympanometry screening as a diagnostic tool for middle ear pathology. A case of 27-year-old patient came to ENT-OPD at Al-Ameen Medical College and Hospital, Vijayapur with the complaint of decreased hearing since 2 years. The history of intermittent tinnitus and swimming habit with head bath regularly were found in the patient. Also, there were no significant family history of hearing loss, ear discharge, and ear pain. This case report concluded that the continuous head bath may leads to middle ear pathologies like otosclerosis and give importance to tympanometry test for early clinical diagnosis and suggesting for avoiding swimming, and also use of ear plugs as necessary during head bath.
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INTRODUCTION

Patients frequently experience conductive hearing loss after petrous temporal bone fracture, possibly related to haemorrhagic filling of the middle ear, or ossicular dislocation or fracture, usually involving the incus. The diagnosis is suspected clinically based on microscopic otoscopy, audiometry and tympanometry. Thin-section computed tomography of the temporal bone helps to confirm the diagnosis.

Otosclerosis, classically described as an osteodystrophic change localized to the bony labyrinth and stapes footplate, is of autosomal dominant inheritance with incomplete penetrance and variable expressivity. Although no etiology or pathogenesis has been identified, certain clinical and epidemiologic characteristics have been reported.

- Otosclerosis is more common in women in a ratio of 2.5:1, and frequently accelerated with pregnancy or use of contraceptives.
- Otosclerosis is usually bilateral and symmetrical, beginning at the fissula ante fenestram in 70-90% of cases.
- Symptomatic otosclerosis usually begins between the ages of 11 and 30 in 70% of individuals, and in only 2-3% prior to age 15.

Clinical otosclerosis as a rule becomes manifest in early adult life, however, histological otosclerosis has been observed at as early as one year. The exact incidence of clinical and histological otosclerosis per racial sector is unknown. Clinical otosclerosis has been reported in the white population in a ratio of 1:100, and in the American Negro in a ratio of 1:1000. Furthermore, few clinical and histological studies address otosclerosis in childhood and none discuss racial incidence. Guild et al, demonstrated...
histological otosclerosis in 44 of 589 "normal" temporal bones, with 4 under the age of fifteen; otosclerotic foci occurred in only 0.6% of temporal bones in patients under age 5, and 4% over age 5, rising to an incidence of 10% in males and 18% in females between the ages of 30 and 50.\(^7\)

Determining the aetiology of conductive hearing loss with an intact tympanic membrane has been a challenge for the otologists for over decades. Diagnostic tools like pure tone audiometry, tympanometry and high resolution computed tomography scans have been routinely used with very less specificity and sensitivity. The otologist frequently has to resort to exploratory tympanotomy in order to establish a diagnosis and to allow for further management. When exploratory tympanotomy is undertaken in such a setting, studies reveal that the common causes of hearing loss are otosclerosis, ossicular fixation and ossicular discontinuity.\(^8\)

Middle ear exploration using microscope has been the choice of approach for many years but with the advent of endoscopes with superior optical properties, otoendoscopes are increasingly being used as a diagnostic, surgical and a teaching tool.\(^9\)

This case report aimed to promote the importance of tympanometry screening as a diagnostic tool for early clinical diagnosis of otosclerosis.

**CASE REPORT**

A case of 27-year-old patient came to ENT OPD at Al-Ameen Medical College and Hospital, Vijayapur with the complaints of decreased hearing (hg) since 2 years. The history of intermittent tinnitus and swimming habit with head bath regularly were found in the patient. Also, there was no significant family history of hearing loss, ear discharge or ear pain.

Pure-tone audiometry (125, 250, 500, 1000, 2000 4000 and 8000 Hz) showed right conductive hearing loss with an audiometric air-bone gap of 20 dB HL. Speech audiometry confirmed the results of pure-tone audiometry with normal hearing in the left ear.

Audiogram demonstrated a 45 dB speech reception threshold (SRT) with a 40 dB air-bone gap and 96% discrimination in the right ear (his subjectively worst hearing ear), and a 35 dB SRT with a 30 dB air-bone gap and 96% discrimination in the left ear (Figure 1).

On tuning fork testing, Rinne showed negative (-ve) in right ear and positive (+ve) in left ear and Weber lateralized to left. Pure tone audiometry test revealed in Figure 1. These results showed; right ear mild (HF) conductive hearing (Hg) loss and left ear normal hg sensitivity. Tympanometry screening (MT-10 Interacoustics screening) finding revealed in Figure 2. Standard tympanometry produced a type A, curve bilaterally. Generally, type A, tympanometry curve is seen with a 220 Hz probe tone in otosclerosis. In this case, bilateral A\(_s\) type tympanogram with presence of no reflexes were found in both ears.
A case of 27-year-old patient complained of decreased hearing since 2 years. The history of intermittent tinnitus and swimming habit with head bath regularly were found in the patient. Also, there were no significant family history of hearing loss, ear discharge or ear pain. Furthermore, Otolaryngologic physical examination was unremarkable. On tuning fork testing, Rinne showed negative (-ve) in right ear and positive (+ve) in left ear and Weber lateralized to left. Standard tympanometry produced a Type A, curve bilaterally with presence of no reflexes in both ears. Generally type A; tympanometry curve is seen with a 220 Hz probe tone in otosclerosis. Loss of the high frequency type D pattern has been reported in otosclerosis. Furthermore, a type E or undulating pattern has been associated with ossicular discontinuity. Therefore, high-frequency probe-tone tympanometry in conjunction with evaluation of acoustic reflex and static middle ear impedance may prove useful in the differential diagnosis of conductive hearing loss without middle ear effusion with an otherwise normal standard 220 Hz probe-tone tympanogram.

In another study, analyzed the various middle ear abnormalities observed, congenital stapes agenesis was seen in 1 patient and it was first reported by Mcaskile et al in two patients who had conductive hearing loss. Another middle ear abnormality encountered was a high jugular bulb which can be present in 10% of individuals and can be dehiscent in 0.5%–1.7% which can also be the cause of hearing loss.

Intraoperatively 5.7% of patients had normal middle ear status both structurally and functionally in spite of clinical and audiological conductive hearing loss. Bess et al found pathologic third windows to be a potential cause of conductive hearing loss in 20% of patients who failed to obtain hearing gain after exploratory tympanotomy and ossiculoplasty. Of the congenital middle ear abnormalities observed, congenital stapes agenesis was seen in 1 patient and it was first reported by Mcaskile et al in two patients who had conductive hearing loss. Another middle ear abnormality encountered was a high jugular bulb which can be present in 10%–15% of individuals and can be dehiscent in 0.5%–1.7% which can also be the cause of hearing loss.

CONCLUSION

This case report concluded that the continuous head bath leads to middle ear pathologies like otosclerosis and give importance to tympanometry test for early clinical diagnosis and suggesting for avoiding swimming and also use of ear plugs as necessary during head bath.
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